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Abstract 
Soneoka, T., Super edge-connectivity of dense digraphs and graphs, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 37/38 (1992) 5 1 I-523. 
Super-l is a more refined network reliability index than edge-connectivity. A graph is super-l 
if every minimum edge-cut set is trivial (the set of edges incident at a node with the mini- 
mum degree 6). This paper establishes the relation between diameter and super-A: enlarging 
the order n under the given maximum degree d and diameter D not only maximizes 
edge-connectivity, but also minimizes the number of minimum edge-cut sets, thus attaining 
super-A. The following sufficient conditions for a digraph and .graph G to be super-ii are 
derived. 
l Digraph G is super-l if n>6((dD-t - l)/(d - 1)+ l)+dD-‘. 
l Graph G is super4 if n >&((A - l)D- * - l)/(d - 2) + 1) i (LI - l)D- ‘. 
These conditions are the best possible. From these, the de Bruijn digraph B(d,D), the Kautz 
digraph K(d,D), and most of the densest known graphs (listed in [3, lo]) are shown to be super-l. 
Also, the digraph G&d) proposed in [25] as a maximally connected -regular digraph with 
quasiminimal diameter (at most one larger than the lower bound) is proved to be super-l for any 
d>2 and any order n>d3. 
1. Introduction 
A processor interconnection etwork or a communications network is conveniently 
modeled by a graph or a digraph (directed graph) G = (V, E), in which the node set 
V corresponds to processors or switching elements, and the edge set E corresponds 
to communication links. Two fundamental considerations in the design of such net- 
works are overall reliability and maximum transmission delay [27, 41. This paper 
identifies a new relation between an overall reliability index and a maximum 
transmission delay index. 
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I. I. Reliability indices 
Overall reliability can usually be measured by the connwtivity K(G) or the edge- 
connectivity A(G) c,,f the graph, which respectively correspond to the minimum num- 
ber of nodes or edges whose break-down disrupts communication between a pair of 
nodes. For a node o in 2 graph, the degree is the number of nodes which are adjacent 
to node v, and for a node v in a digraph, the outdegree (indegree) is the number 
of nodes which are adjacent from (to) node v. Note that E may contain self loops 
(a self loop is an edge from a node to itself), but they are not counted in the degree. 
The muximum degree d(G) (minimum degree 6(G)) of a graph G is the maximum 
(minimum) degree of the nodes in G. For a digraph G, the maximum degree d(G) 
(minimum degree 6(G)) is similarly defined as the maximum (minimum) of 
outdegree and indegree of its nodes. These parameters atisfy the inequality 
A graph (digraph) G is called to be maximally connected if K(G) =6(G) and max- 
imally edge-connected if A(G) =6(G). Ter.minology not defined here can be found 
in [2] or [8]. 
One might be interested in more refined indices of reliability. Even two graphs 
with the same maximum edge-connectivity A, may be considered to have different 
reliabilities, since the number of minimttm edge-cut sets is different. Let us consider 
the probcbility P(G,e) that the graph G is disconnected when the edge failures are 
statistically independent with eqtial probability Q and the nodes are reliable. 
Hereafter, only edge failures will be considered, except for the case especially 
denoted. Denote by 177~ the number of edge-cut sets of order k. The probability 
that the network fails, P(G,e), of a q-edge graph G with edge failure probability Q is 
P(Q) = 2 777,@“(1 -@)‘-f 
The problem of constructing an n-no&, q-edge graph G w!th minimum P(G,e) has 
been considered in [I, 5, 161. The key idea behind that work is the intuitive notion 
that when p is small the term mAQ”(l -~)q-~ dominates; thus one wishes to find 
graphs that “maximize il and minimize mA”. 
As a more refined index than edge-connectivity, super edge-connectivity is pro- 
posed in [ 1, 51. Let G = (I/, E) be a maximally edge-connected graph (digraph), i.e, 
A = 6. Then, any set of edges incident at (from or to) a node of degree (outdegree 
or indegree) 6 is certainly a minimum edge-cut set of size A. In this context, such 
edge sets are called trivi&. Note that the deletion of any trivial edge set in a graph 
isolates a node of degree 6. Therefore, it is defined that a graph (digraph) G is s&per- 
A if every minimum edge-cut set is trivial. If G is super-l, then A = 6, but, as is easily 
seen, the converse is not true. Let mA denote the number of edge-cut sets of size A 
and nd denote the number of nodes with minimum degree: then m+na. A super-A 
graph attains 177). = tzg. A precise justification for the design problem of super-A 
graphs is given in [5]. 
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I .2. Maximum transmission delay index 
The maximum transmission delay can be measured by the diameter D of the 
graph. The diameter D is the maximum of the distance over all pairs of nodes, where 
the distance between two nodes u and o in a graph G (from node u to o in a digraph 
G), denoted by dis(u, u), is the length of a shortest path between u and v (from u 
to v). The minimum diameter graph (digraphl pr*obit m is to find a graph (digraph) 
G whose diameter D is minimum for the given order (the number of nodes) n and 
maximum degree d. Conversely, this problem can be regarded as finding a graph 
(or digraph) with a maximum order n for the given d and D, which is known as 
the (A, D) graph (digraph) problem. A theoretical upper 
the (A, D) graph problem is given by Moore (see [8]) as 
n<A(A- l)“-2 
- fat: A>2. 
A-2 
Similarly, an upper bound on n for the digraph case is 
AD+‘- 1 
nr A-I for A> 1. 
These bounds are called the Moore bounds. The graphs 
bound on the order n in 
(digraphs) satisfying the 
equality are called the Moore graphs (digraphs). The Moore graphs can exist only 
if D = 1 or D = 2 and A = 3,7, or possibly for 57, while the Moor2 digraphs can exist 
only if D = 1 [9]. A nearly optimum solution of the (A, D) graph (digraph) problem 
is often called a dense graph (digraph). Many dense graphs have been reported 
recently (see for example [3, lo]), while the de Bruijn digraph B(d, D) and the Kautz 
digraph K(d, D) have been proposed as dense digraphs in ill, 14, 211. 
From the Moore bound, the lower bound on the diameter D for the minimum 
diameter digraph problem is derived as 
DZ rlog&(A - I)+ 1)1- 1, (1) 
where A > 1 and [xl denotes the smallest integer not less than x [ 181. The minimum 
diameter digraph problem has also been discussed in [ 18, 19, 221, where the 
generalized e Bruijn digraph Gs(n, d) and the generalized Kautz digraph Gl(n, d) 
are proposed as digraphs with quasiminimal diameters (at most one larger than the 
lower bound) for any order n and maximum degree d. 
I .3. Relations bet wecn reliability indices and diameter 
Until recently, diameter and reliability indices such as connectivity have been 
treated independently, and little work has been carried out on the reliability of these 
dense or quasiminimal diameter graphs (digraphs). Imase, Soneoka and Okada [2O] 
clarified the relation between the connectivity and the diameter of a digraph and 
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presented the following sufficient conditions for a digraph to be maximally edge- 
connected or maximally connected. 
( 
/p-L 1 
il=6, ifn>(&l) \ 4 I +A+4 , - / 
K=(r, if n>(&l) ($$+4). 
Related work on undirected graphs has been done in 112, 261. In [26], the following 
conditions have been derived. 
A = 6, if n>(6- 1) 
(4-1)D-1+4-3 
3-2 
-+4-l, 
K = 6, if n>(& 1)(4 - l)O-‘+2 and 6>2. 
These bounds are useful for proving most of the densest known graphs (listed in [3, 
lo]) to be maximally connected. 
To prove some of the remaining graphs to be maximally connected, another type 
of sufficient condition has been derived for undirected graphs [26], by introducing 
another basic graph parampter, girth g (the length of the shortest cycle). The similar 
sufficient condition for digraphs to be maximally connected has been derived by 
Fabrega and Fiol [ 131, in which they have also derived the girth type sufficient con- 
ditions for digraphs and graphs to be super-L 
In this direction, this paper establishes the relation between the diameter and 
super-L: enlarging the order II under the given maximum degree 4 and diameter D 
not only maximizes edge-connectivity, but also minimizes the number of minimum 
edge-cut sets, that is, attaining super-E,. The following sufficient conditions for 
digraph and graph G to be super-A are derived. 
Digraph G is super-& 
4D-‘- 1 
if n >6 
4-l 
+l +dD-‘, 
> 
graph G is super-J., 
We show that these bounds are the best possible, at least for diameter D=2,3 
digraphs, and for D= 2,3,4 and 6 undirected graphs. From these sufficient condi- 
tions, the de Bruijn digraph B(d, D) and the Kautz digraph K(d,D), and most of 
the densest known graphs (listed in [3, lo]) are proved to be super-L Also, the max- 
imally connected d-regular digraphs with quasiminimal diameter proposed in 1251 
are proved to be super-1 for any d>2 and any order n>d3. 
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2. Sufficient conditions for super-A digraphs and gmphs 
2.1. Digraph case 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a digraph of minimum degree 6, maximum degree A, order 
n and diameter D, then 
AD-‘- 1 
G is super-A, if n > 6 +1 +AD-‘. 
n-1 > 
Proof. For a digraph G = (V, E), let TC E be an arbitrary minimum edge-cut set of 
G (I TI = A). The node set I/ can be partitioned into twG disjoint nonempty sets Y 
and Y' such that G- Tcontains no edge from Y to Y’ and every edge of T has initial 
node in Y and terminal node in Y’. Let Y0 (Yi) be the set of the initial (terminal) 
nodes of the edges of T. Let K= maxyE y dis(y, Y,), K’= maxyr, yl dis(Y&y’), 
q= (ye Y 1 dis(y, Y_-J=i) (1 r&K\. and y;:‘= (Y’E Y’ 1 dis(Yd,y’)=i) (1 r&K’), 
where dis(o,W)=min(dis(o,u)IuEW} and dis(W,o)=min(dis(u,o)juEW). 
Thus, IY&ITl, IY~l~lTl, lI$+,l~Al&l (O&SK-l), and II$‘+,JlAl&‘I (OS 
irK’- 1). Remark that K+K’+ 1 ID. 
Case 1: 1 s K I D - 2 (and therefore DZ 3). 
I 
n55 IFI+ i Iri,I 
i=o i=O 
5 lYol i A’+ lY;l ,toAi 
i=O 
4Tl 
Ali’+l+AK’+i_2 
A-l 
(2) 
Since n>8((AD-l-l)&! -l)+l)+AD-‘, we get I T I > 6; contradicting I T I = A 5 6. 
Case2: K=O.Thisindicates Y=Y,. Thus, I~IYIIIT(I& ForyEY, let E(y)= 
(( y, y’) 1 Y’E Y’ } , and deg, ( y) be the outdegree of y E Y. 
IT) = C IE(Y)I~ C (deg+(yHP’I--1)). VE Y YEY 
Since deg+(y)z6 and ITIS& 61 IT( 1 IYl(&(lYI - 1)). Thus, IYI =l or 
1 Y i = 6. When 1 Y I = 6, there is a node o in Y. which has exactiy one adjacent node 
in Yd. Since dis(o,y’& D for any Y’E Y’, I Yi8 I I AD- ‘. Thus, 
K‘-I K’- 1 
nslYJ+ c Iyi'I+(Y~n~s~Yl+lY~I c Ai+IYitl 
i=O i=O 
ss+~AD-‘-l +A-;
A-l 
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contradicting the precondition. Therefore, there is a minimum edge-cut set T only 
if IYi=l. 
Case 3: K = D - 1. If K = D - 1, then K’ = 0 and by applying Case 2 to the reverse 
digraph of G, we may conclude that 1 I” I - I_ 
Therefore, G is proved to be super-il under the above condition. Cl 
Remark 2.2. This bound is the best possible at least for dzameter 2 and 3. 
Indeed, there exists a A-regular digraph G of diameter 2, edge-connectivity A = A, 
and order n = 34, which has a nontrivial minimum edge-cut set. The nodes of G are 
partitioned into three sets, YO=(ui 1 l~i~d}, Yt={Ui 1 IlilA), and Y;= 
(wi 1 ! I is A). The nodes in Y0 constitute a complete digraph Kd . There are two 
matchings from Y0 to Yi, (Ui, Ui), and from Yr’ to Yo, (Wig Ui). A node Vi in Yd is ad- 
jacent to all the nodes Wj (j = 1, . . . , A) in Y,‘, and Vi in Yd is adjacent from all the 
nodes Wj (j#i) in Y,‘. It is clear that the matching from Y0 to Yi is a nontrivial 
minimum edge-cut set. 
Similarly, there exists a A-regular digraph G’ of diameter 3, edge-connectivity 
i = A, and order n = 2A(A + l), which has a nontrivial minimum edge-cut set. The 
nodes of G’are partitioned into four sets, Yo={tii 1 l~i~d}, Yd=(Vi I 1 died}, 
Y{={Wi,j I IrisA, 1 cjsd), and Yi=(Xi,j I IsisA, 1 rjsd). The nodes in Yo 
constitute a complete digraph KA. There is a matching from Y0 to Y,‘, (Ui, Vi). A 
node Vi in Yd is adjacent o all the nodes Wi,j (j = 1, . . . , A) in Yr’, a node W,,j in Yr’ 
is adjacent o all the nodes Xj,k (k = 1, . . . , A) in Yi, and a node Xi-j in Yi is adjacent 
to Ui in Y0 and all the IJ~ (k #i) m Yd if j= 1, otherwise Xi,j is adjacent o all the Wi,k 
(k= 1, . . . . A). It is clear that the matching from Y0 to Yi is a nontrivial minimum 
edge-cut set (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. d-regulal- digraph of D- 3, n = 2d(d + I) with a nontrivial minimum edge-cut (A = 3). 
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From this theorem, it can be directly proved that the de Bruijn digraph B(d,D) 
and the Kautz digraph K(d, D) are super-A when dr 3 and Dr 2. (The result for the 
Kautz digraph K(d, D) has been known in [ 131.) The de Bruijn digraph B(d, D) with 
maximum degree A = d and diameter D is the digraph whose nodes are labeled with 
words of length D on an alphabet of d letters [ 11, 141. There is an edge from 
(Xi,& l ** 9 x0) to all the vertices (x2, . . . , xD, a), where CI is any letter of the alphabet. 
This digraph has the minimum degree 6 = d- 1 and the order n = dD. Since n = 
dD>dD-‘+d-2+dD-’ =2dD-‘+d-2 for dr3 and 012, B(d,D) is super-A. 
Similarly, the Kautz digraph K(d, D) with maximum degree A = d and diameter D 
is the digraph whose nodes are labeled with words of length D on an alphabet of 
d+ 1 letters, such that two consecutive l tters are different [14,21]. There is an edge 
from (x1,x2, . .. . x0) to all the nodes (X2, .. . , xn,a) where a! is any letter of the 
alphabet different from xD. This digraph has the minimum degree 6 =d and the 
order n=dD+dD-‘. Since n=dD+dD-‘>d((d*-‘- l)/(d- l)+ l)+dD-’ for 
dz3 and Dr2, K(d, D) is super-A. 
When D = 1, B(d, D) and K(d, D) are obviously super-A from their constructions. 
B(d, 1) and K(d, 1) respectively correspond to the complete digraph Kd with each 
node having a self loop and the complete digraph Kd+ l. In the case of d = 2, B(2, D) 
can be shown to be super-A in a similar way to the nroof of Theorem 2.1, because 
1 Y I= 6 = d - 1 = 1. However, K(2, D) is not super-A, because it has K2 as a subgraph. 
2.2. Undirected graph case 
In the same manner as the proof of the digraph case, the following theorem can 
be proved. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G be an undirected graph of minimum degree 6, maximum 
degree A, order n, and diameter D, then 
G is super& if n>6 
(A - l)D- ’ - 1 
A 2 + 1 +(A- l)D-‘. - > 
Remark 2.4. This bound is the best possible at least for diameter 2, 3, 4, and 6. 
Indeed, there exists a regular graph G of diameter D= 2 (3, 4, or 6), degree A, 
edge-connectivity A = A, and order 
n_A (A-l)D-l-l +I +(A 1)"~I 
- ( A-2 > - 
= 
2 (A - l)D- 1 
+A-1 
A-2 
D-l 
=2 c q’+q (q=A-I), 
i=O 
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which has a nontrivial minimum edge-cut set. This graph G is constructed from the 
(q + l)-regular graph B4 (P4’ Q4, &) by replacing a node with a complete graph 
K,_,+ I [3]. Here, the graph B4 is a complete bipartite graph Kq+ l,g+ l, and the graph 
Pq (Q,, Hq) is called a Moore graph of minimum degree q+ 1 and girth 6 (8, 12), 
which has diameter 3 (4, 6) and order n = 2 CF=i’ q” [8]. It is clear that the graph 
G has a nonrrivial minimum edge-cut set disconnecting the Kq+ 1 from the others. 
For each value of the maximum degree and diameter, the entries in Table 1 are 
the order in the densest known graphs [3, lo]. Theorem 2.3 shows that the densest 
known graphs corresponding to the double-starred entries in Table 1 are super-l, 
while the starred entries represent the densest known graphs shown to be maximally 
edge-connected by the sufficient condition derived in [26]. 
3. Super-A digraphs with quasiminimal diameter 
This section shows that the digraph Gi(n,d), proposed as a maximally con- 
nected d-regular digraph with a quasiminimal diameter in [25], is also super-A. The 
Table 1. Densest known graphs (* stands for the maximally edge-connected ense graphs; ** stands for 
the super-A dense graphs; the uumber in ( ) represents the Moore bound) 
D 
A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
** 
3 10 
(10) 
** 
4 15 
(17) 
** 
5 24 
(26) 
** 
6 32 
(37) 
** 
7 50 
(50) 
** 
8 57 
(65) 
** 
9 74 
(82) 
** 
20 
(22) 
** 
40 
(53) 
** 
70 
(106) 
** 
105 
(187) 
** 
122 
(302) 
** 
200 
(457) 
** 
585 
(658) 
** 
38 
(46) 
** 
95 
(161) 
* 
174 
(426) 
** 
336 
(937) 
* 
480 
(1814) 
* 
807 
(3201) 
** 
I 248 
(5266) 
** 
70 
(94) 
* 
128 
(190) 
* 
184 
(382) 
* 
320 
(766) 
** 
364 
(485) 
* 
731 
(1457) 
1081 
(4373) 
2943 
(13121) 
* 
532 
(1706) 
* 
2734 
(6826) 
8736 
( 109226) 
4268 
(27306) 
* 
1008 
(4687) 
* 
7817 
(23437) 
13104 
(117187) 
50616 
(58S937) 
* 
2016 
( 10886) 
* 
10546 
(65318) 
39732 
(391910) 
101232 
(235 1462) 
* 
2880 
(22409) 
* 
39223 
(156865) 
89280 
(1098057) 
455544 
(7686401) 
* * 
74906 
(337042) 
6072 
(42130) 
215688 
(2696338) 
682080 
(2 1570706) 
digraph Gi(n, d) is constructed from the generalized e Bruijn digraph G&z,d) = 
(V,E) (nrd) 118, 221, which is defined as: 
v= (O,l,..., n-l}, 
E=((~,u)~ur~~d+a(modn),a=O,l,.~., d-l}. (3) 
It has been shown in [22] that “d+ gcd(n,d- I)- 1 nodes of G&n,d) have a self 
loop, where gcd(p, q) is the greatest common divisor of p and q”. Thus, the connec- 
tivity and edge-connectivity of GB(n, d) are not larger than d - 1. The maximally 
connected -regular digraph G$(n,d) is constructed from G&d) by removing all 
the self loops and adding a cycie that will connect the nodes originally with a self 
loop. Figure 2 shows a digraph Gg(l2,3) constructed from Gs(12, 3). 
The diameter D, connectivity K, and edge-connectivity I of G,*(n,d) have been 
shown in [24, 251. 
Property 3.1. ll(G&,d))~ rlog,nl. Namely, dD”;)-‘<n. 
From (l), this means that D(G&d)) is quasiminimal. 
Property 3.2. Gi(n,d) is a d-regular digruph satisfying that 
A(Gz(n,d)) =d for any n and dz3, 
K(C,*(n,d)) = d for any n>d’ and dr3. 
The following theorem will be proved. 
Theorem 3.3. Gg(n,d) is super-l if n>d3 and dz3. 
The following notation and properties of G&d) will be needed in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Fig. 2. GH(12.3) and Gi(lt3). 
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Definition 3.4. For a digraph G = ( ‘, E) and a node subset V’c I/, 
S(V’)z(u 1 WE I/’ and (I .LI)&), 
P(V’)z(u 1 DE V’ and ( .u)EE), 
S’(V’)zS(S’ - ‘(V’)), a kl P’( V’)zP(P’- ‘(V’)), 
where S”( V’) = V’ and P”( V’) = V’. 
In other words, S’(V’) is the set o nodes to which there is a r-length walk from 
some node v in V’, and P’(V’) is tl t set of nodes from which there is a r-length 
walk to some node v in V’. 
In the digtaph GB( 12,3) shown in Fig. 2, 
wo = (9 VI, P(O) : (0,4,8), 
SZ(0) = (al, 2,3,4,5,6,7, 31, and P’(0) = (0,1,2,4,5,6,8,9,10). 
it is not so hard to see the follow ng properties of G&d) and the proofs can 
be found in [20]. 
Property 3.5. For any node v in GI ~1, d) = (V, E), if t < D(Gs), 
IS’(v)1 = IP’(v)J = d’. 
Property 3.6. Let v be a node in G J(n,d). If V' c Sip ‘(v) and 1 P t < D(G& then 
iS( =d- 1 V’I, and if V’c_P’-‘( ) and lrt<D(G& then IP( =d- IV’l. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let Gz* be 1 &graph obtained from G&J) by returning 
all the removed self loops (retain :tg the added cycle as well). To prove that 
Gi(n, d) is super-J, it is enough to 1 r3ve that Gz* has only trivia1 minimum edge- 
cut sets, because self loops do not cc .I:ribute to the minimum edge-cut set. Remark 
that Gs* also remains d-regular (se1 ioops are not counted in the degree). 
For Gi* = (V, E), let TC E be an ; rSitrary minimum edge-cut set of Gi*. From 
Property 3.2, / TI =d. V can be part :ioned into two disjoint nonempty sets Y and 
Y' such that Gz* - Tcontains no edg ‘s from Y to Y’ and every edge of T has initial 
node in Y and terminal node in Y’. ,c3t Y. (Y,‘) be the set of the initial (terminal) 
nodes of the edges of T. Let K = ma iJ E y dis( y, Y,), K’= max,$, yl dis( Y& y’), Y;.= 
{YE Y 1 dis(y, Q)=i} (I%isK), and f,‘= { y% Y’ 1 dis(Yd,y’)=i) (l&SK’). Thus, 
/q,IIiTI, iY(]IITI, Iq+IlsdlY,I (( I-isK-l),and I~+Il~dl~) (O&SK’-1). 
Denote D(G$“) as D, and remark ti at K + K’+ 1 I D. Since Gi* is d-regular, the 
number of edges from Y to Y’ is equ; I to that from Y’ to Y. Thus, KI K’ can be 
supposed without loss of generality. 
Case 1: K = 0. This case indicates Y = Yo. In a similar way to the proof of Case 
2 of Theorem 2.1, we can get IY I = 1 or IY I =6=d. Assume that I Y 1 =d. Since 
G&,d) is d-regular and I Tl =d, tht subgraph induced by the node set Y is a 
complete digraph of order d, KC,. Since G$(n, d) is constructed from Gs(n, d) by rc- 
moving ail self loops and adding a cycle that will connect he nodes originally &th 
a self loop, it is easy to see that G&J/) has either a complete digraph KB or an 
edge (i,j) whose initial node i and terminal node j have self loops. in the fir%! case, 
for the three nodes in K3, u, v, and w, there exist two walks of iengt h 2 from u to 
itself, u, v, u and u, w, u. In the second case, there exist two walks of length 2 from 
i to j, that is i, i, j and i, j, j. Either of these cases contradicts the property that “the 
terminal node of every l-length walk (r<D(G,)) from a node is distinct”, which 
can be easily derived from Property 3.5, for D(G&z4, that is, for n>d? 
Case 2: K = 1. Let y be a node of Y such that dis( y, YO) = 1. Since S(y) G Y and 
Is(y)1 =d in the subgraph GB of G,**, jS(y)n Y 1 zd ia Gi*. For any V’c Y, since 
S(V’)cYUY,‘and IY+ITI=d, 
1 IS( - ! Y;I 1 IS( -d. 
From these, DZ 4, and Property 3.6, 
ls2(u)n YJ 2 Is(swn nn Y 12 p(s(y)n v)l -d2d2-d. 
lyl= Is3(u)n YI 2 p(s2wn y)n YI 2 Is(s2(y)n u)l -d 
zd(d’-d)-d=d3-d2-d. 
On the other hand, 
IYl = ;Y,I+)Y,IrITJ+ITId=d2+d. 
Since dz3, these are a contradiction. 
Case 3: Kr 2 (and therefore D L 5). From (2) in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
K+ K’+ 1 ID, and ITI =&A =d, we can get 
nc ITI 
d/i+1 +dA”t I-2 <ddD-‘+d3-2 
d-1 - d-l l 
Since d13 and Dz5, this contradicts n>dD-? iIl 
4. Conclusions 
This paper considers the relation between super-A and diameter, ant3 .;hows that 
enlarging the order n under the given maximum degree A and diameter D not only 
maximizes edge-connectivity, but also minimizes the number of minimum edge-cut 
sets, that is, attaining s;rper-A. Sufficient conditions for digraphs and graphs to be 
super-h are derived, which are shown to be the best possible. Also, the digraph 
Gz(n,d), proposed in [25] as a maximally connected d-regular digraph with a 
quasiminimal diameter, is proved to be super-A for any d> 2 and any order n >d3. 
522 T. Soneoka 
Establishing the relation between diameter and analogous vulnerability indices for 
node failure remains for further study. Analogously, a graph G is defined to be 
supers if every minimum node-cut set is trivial (the set of adjacent nodes of a node 
of degree a), that is, isolating a node of degree 6 [5]. For digraphs, a similar defini- 
tion can be considered. This definition allows the minimum node-cut set to create 
many isolated nodes, for example &,, . A more restrictive definition can be con- 
sidered; G is hypera if every minimum node-cut set creates exactly two com- 
ponents, one of which is an isolated node of degree 6. However, we remark that 
one can generate xamples which show that neither super-h- nor hyper-rc implies 
minimizing the total number of distinct minimum node-cut sets, and that neither 
converse is valid [5, 6, 15, 17, 231. 
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